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BOOK SYNOPSIS
Many of us commit to some form of spiritual reading, but we find that our book
choices are sporadic and often based on a whim rather than following a purposeful
plan. Designed for individual or group settings, How to Read Your Way to Heaven
will guide your quest to delve deeper into a relationship with Christ by meditating
on the written word while organizing your reading around the four pillars of the
Catholic Faith — the Creed, the sacraments, morality, and prayer. How to Read Your
Way to Heaven is not merely another book to read. It is designed to be an invaluable
tool for guiding and organizing your reading to help you on your journey to become
a saint. And best of all, this fully integrated do-it-yourself spiritual reading program
that can be easily followed by the busiest of Catholics with the tightest of schedules.
By following this plan, you’ll meditate daily on Sacred Scripture and read the
entirety of the Catechism over the course of the program. You’ll be introduced to a
treasure-trove of the greatest Catholic books ever written, and you’ll learn prayerful
reading methods such as lectio divina as well as time-tested advice on where and
when to read. Here you’ll also find a list of the favorite books by leading Catholics of
our day, including Bishop James Conley, Fr. Mike Schmitz, Fr. C.J. McCloskey,
Jennifer Fulwiler, Peter Kreeft, Patrick Coffin, Karl Keating, Lisa Hendey, Fr.
Timothy Gallagher, Mike Aquilina, and so many more. Spiritual reading arms us for
battle. We are called to be saints, and yet daily we are bombarded by a culture that
drives our minds and hearts away from the supernatural life. Because what we
choose to read makes a significant difference in our spiritual growth and
understanding, we present this structured reading guide to help you read with a
purpose.
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